Role of the healthy hemisphere in recovery after resection of the supplementary motor area.
To determine the compensatory mechanisms involved in the recovery of motor function following surgical lesions of the supplementary motor area (SMA) and their relation to the clinical characteristics of recovery. Twelve patients were referred for surgery of low-grade gliomas located in the SMA, and compared to eight healthy controls using fMRI before and after surgery during self-paced movements of both hands, successively. Magnitude and volume of activation within regions of interest (primary sensorimotor cortex, premotor cortex, SMA, preSMA, and parietal lobes) were compared and tested for correlation with anatomic characteristics of the tumor and resection, and clinical data. Tumor growth induced preoperative underactivity in the adjacent SMA and overactivity in the opposite SMA. Postoperative recovery was associated with recruitment of a premotor network located in the healthy hemisphere including the SMA and the lateral premotor cortex. Postoperative premotor recruitment in the healthy hemisphere increased with the percentage of resection of preoperative SMA activation. Shortened onset and duration of recovery was associated with increased preoperative changes in activation levels. These findings suggest a dysfunction of the SMA ipsilateral to the tumor, partially compensated by a recruitment of the contralesional SMA which correlated with shortened postoperative recovery. SMA resection was compensated by the recruitment of a medial and lateral premotor circuitry in the healthy hemisphere.